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Sala Trevi 

"A Cinema You Can't Miss!"

Located within the Cineteca Nazionale, Sala Trevi is an 100 seater posh

cinema that is one of the neighborhood favorites. Named in memory of

Alberto Sordi, he is one of the missed veterans in the Italian circles. The

comfortable and spacious seating with the company of popcorn and

refreshments brings the perfect movie experience. They also offer deals to

purchase ten tickets for 30 euros only. Mondays closed. Call ahead for

more information.

 +39 06 7229 4301  Vicolo del Puttarello 25, Cineteca Nazionale, Rome

 by sunshinecity   

Cinema Farnese 

"Renovated Cinema in Centro Storico"

This cinema was completely renovated resulting in a dramatic surge in its

popularity. It is possible to organize morning projections for schools, so do

contact for more details. There are 290 seats in the air-conditioned

auditorium. The shows selected are popular and find the place occupied

at most of the times. Visit the website for reservations and movie

schedules.

 +39 06 686 4395  us15.campaign-archive.co

m/?e=%5BUNIQID%5D&u=

f239995624e8342faf4051

36b&id=74bd60a6bb

 info@cinemafarnese.it  Piazza Campo de' Fiori 56,

Rome
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Cinema Quattro Fontane 

"Great Movies"

If you want to be the most splendid experience while watching your

favorite movies. Cinema Quattro Fontane is the place to go to watch the

latest blockbuster movie. The comfortable seating accompanied by pop

corns, candies and refreshments is just the ideal thing to do. Call ahead

for more information on ticket bookings and movie schedules.

 +39 06 474 1515  Via Quattro Fontane 23, Rome

 by Lloyd Dirks on Unsplash   

Barberini 

"Variety & Comfort"

Located in the neighborhood of Centro Storico, this multi-screen cinema is

quite a favorite. A comfortable, recently renovated cinema with large

screens and Dolby Digital; a cinema that set the trend for the multiplexes

in Rome. It shows a wide variety of films, from popular romantic comedies

and films by famous directors, to action films. Visit the website for movie

timings, ticket reservations or other details.

 +39 06 4201 0392  multisala.barberini.18ticke

ts.it/

 info@multisalabarberini.it  Piazza Barberini 24/26,

Rome
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Space Cinema Moderno 

"Warner Brothers Cinema"

Moderno, part of the Warner Village Cinemas chain is proving to be very

popular throughout the city. There are six screens, all with air-

conditioning, stadium seating, digital surround-sound, late shows and two

bars with the usual offerings. Kids Club is available on Sunday mornings

with the first screening just for children. Entrance is prohibited once the

show has started. Call ahead for more details.

 Piazza della Repubblica 43-45, Rome

 by Alex Litvin on Unsplash on

Unsplash   

Adriano 

"Ultra-Modern Cinema"

This cinema opened on the site of what was Rome's oldest theater. The

new multiscreen cinema has nine auditoriums, the largest of which boasts

512 seats; the smallest, a cozy 95-seater. There are two American-style

bars, and a waiting room equipped with video games. Their computerized

telephonic booking service makes ticket purchasing easier than ever; and

of course the whole place features the latest and greatest in sound and

vision systems.

 +39 06 3600 4988  www.ferrerocinemas.com/

generic/landing.php

 infoadriano@cecchigori.co

m

 Piazza Cavour 22, Rome
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Casa del Cinema 

"Movie Theater at Villa Borghese"

Situated in the heart of Villa Borghese Park, Casa del Cinema is a movie

theater playing host to indoor as well as outdoor movie screenings

throughout the year. The three indoor theater rooms, as well as the

spacious outdoor lawn, is equipped with state-of-the-art movie projections

and sound equipment. Apart from these, Casa del Cinema is also

equipped with a library featuring books on cinema and an extensive DVD

collection. Prominent film festivals are organized at this venue, giving

small and independent filmmakers from across the globe recognition and

appreciation. Apart from cinema screenings, Casa del Cinema plays host

to wide range of private and corporate events on a regular basis.

 +39 06 42 3601 (Venue)  www.casadelcinema.it  c.lanfranchi@zetema.it  Largo Marcello Mastroianni 1,

Rome
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Cinema dei Piccoli 

"More Than Just Cartoons"

This 1934 cinema was originally known as the Mickey Mouse Cinema,

catering to the little tots as the audience. It has recently been restored

with funds from the Department of Entertainment. Every afternoon, the

cinema shows children's films, especially cartoons. In the evening there

are films from the Italian Film Archive or original-language films on their

first-release. This cinema features in The Guinness Book of World Records

as the smallest cinema in the world for the year 2005.

 +39 06 855 3485  www.cinemadeipiccoli.it/i

nfo.htm

 info@cinemadeipiccoli.it  Viale della Pineta 15, Rome
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Cinema Lux 

"The Latest & Greatest!"

One of the most sought after cinemas in Nomentana, Cinema Lux is a

modern multiplex built in 1997 on the site of a previous cinema with Dolby

and THX systems, excellent vision and the latest and most popular films.

The comfortable and relaxed atmosphere of each theater make it a special

experience. Seats can be booked over the phone and numbered seats are

allocated when you buy the ticket. Visit the website or call ahead for more

details.

 +39 06 3629 8171  www.cinemadiroma.com/  Via Massaciuccoli 39, Rome

 by Felix Mooneeram on 

Unsplash   

Odeon Multiscreen 

"The Latest Releases from the USA"

This one-of-a-kind multiplex has an excellent audio system, comfortable

seats and brilliant projection equipment. It principally screens American

blockbusters, but other movies also play. Seats can be booked over the

phone. A computer allocates the best seats first.

 +39 06 8639 1361  www.cinemadiroma.it/pro

grammazione-multisala-

odeon

 info@odeonroma.it  Piazza di Stefano Jacini 22,

Rome

 by dbreen   

Stardust Village 

"Movie Mania!"

If you are looking forward for a unique movie experience, Stardust Village

is exactly where you should be. The comfortable and spacious seating

makes it relaxing and a fun time at the movies. The cinema also comprises

of a pub, bar, restaurant and pizzeria, so you don't have to go out of your

way for meals. The numerous screens also offer a wide variety of films to

choose from. For bookings, schedules and more information, visit the

website or call ahead.

 +39 0652 24 4119  www.stardustvillage.it/  Via di Decima 72, Roma
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Cinema The Space Parco De'

Medici 

"Non-Stop Movies, 18 Screens"

This American-style cinema features 18 auditoriums and many large open

spaces. Near the cinema entrance there is a pizzeria, a sandwich bar and a

restaurant offering American food for before and after the film. You can

buy gelato, popcorn and canned drinks in the foyer. The generously

proportioned auditoriums have extra-large screens. Seats are allocated

when you buy your tickets. Ticket prices vary and they offer discount

pricing on Wednesdays. For bookings and movie schedules, call ahead.

 +39 06 89 2111  Viale Salvatore Rebecchini 3, Rome
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Jolly Multisala 

"Four-Screen Movie Theatre"

This cinema has adopted the multiscreen format and equipped all of its

auditoriums with digital Dolby sound. The cinema also has its own bar.

These improvements have undoubtedly resulted in larger audience

figures. There are 788 seats which are divided between the four

auditoriums. All of the rooms are air conditioned, making a visit to the

cinema in the summer more pleasant. The cinema does not allow people

to enter the auditorium once the main film has started. It is possible to

organize cinematographic projections for schools in the mornings.

 +39 06 4423 2190  Via Giano della Bella 40274, Rome
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